AGENDA
Waterfront Project Steering Committee
Friday, October 10, 2014
Council Chambers
11:00 a.m.
1.

Open Meeting

2.

Declarations of Pecuniary Interest

3.

Review of Minutes – September 26, 2014

4.

WPSC-2014-001 Midland Bay Landing- Temporary Fencing at Park Shorewall
Report dated October 9, 2014, from the Town Engineer.

5.

Action Plan

6.

Master Plan Implementation

7.

Find the Developer

8.

Find the User
Report dated October 9, 2014 from the Deputy CAO.

9.

Financial

10.

Other

11.

Adjournment and Next Meeting

Next Meeting: October 24, 2014 – Council Chambers (at the call of the Chair)

STAFF REPORT

DEPARTMENT/FUNCTION:

Waterfront Project Steering Committee

CHAIR:

Mayor Gord McKay

DATE:

October 9, 2014

REPORT:

WPSC-2014-001
Midland Bay Landing
Temporary Fencing at Park Shorewall

RECOMMENDATION:
That Staff be directed to implement the following Waterfront Project Steering Committee
recommendation:
Remove all but the two outermost of the 42” high fence posts currently installed
at the Midland Bay Landing Park shorewall (former Unimin Park) (depicted in
purple on the Option 5 plan attached) and to install ‘no swimming’ safety signage
on the remaining two posts. The balance of the fencing (depicted in blue) is to
remain.
BACKGROUND:
Upon acquisition of the entire Midland Bay Landing property, staff was directed to examine
immediate safety concerns and how to address them. The result of this was a Report by BFL
Insurance indicating, among other things, that ‘where the shoreline is considered part of the
Unimin Park (now Midland Bay Landing Park) it is advised to put in some form of barrier as
soon as possible’.
The ideas presented by BFL were summarized in a number of option sketches and discussed
at the Waterfront Steering Committee. Option 5, which called for among other things a barrier
at the former Midland Bay Landing Park shorewall (former Unimin Park), was accepted by the
Waterfront Steering Committee and taken forward as an information item to the August 20th
meeting of Council. A copy of the Option 5 sketch is attached with the barrier at the Midland
Bay Landing Park shorewall depicted in purple.
It should be noted that all barrier fencing and signage referred to are interim measures. The
Option 5 sketch depicts temporary signage and temporary fencing intended to secure the site
in the short term prior to carrying out the ultimate Midland Bay Landing construction.
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Midland Bay Landing
Temporary Fencing at Park Shorewall

As it is an interim condition only, and to address one of the concerns of BFL that children
should not be able to pass through the barrier, a 42” high chainlike fence with 1-½” squares
was selected as this conforms to the Ontario Building Code requirements for a ‘barrier’.
ANALYSIS:
Due to concerns expressed by residents, fence installation has been halted at the Midland Bay
Landing Park shorewall (this is only the section shown in purple on the Option 5 plan). The 42”
high fence posts at this location have been installed but no chainlink has been pulled across.
Options to consider at this location would be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Install the 42” high chainlink fence…………………………..
Install a single rail at the 42” height (no chainlink)…………
Install two rails (one at 42” and one at 12”) (no chainlink) .
Remove all but 2 posts and install signage on the 2 posts…
Remove all posts……………………………………………….

no additional cost
add $1,523
add $2,362
add $500
add $500

SUSTAINABILITY:
This recommendation does not address sustainability plan goals.
CONCLUSION:
At the September 26th Waterfront Project Steering Committee meeting several members of the
public in attendance addressed the committee with their concerns. After some discussion the
committee recommended that option noted above as ‘removing all but 2 posts and
installing signage on the 2 remaining posts’ at the Midland Bay Landing Park shorewall
(depicted in purple on the Option 5 sketch attached) be brought back to Council for their
consideration and resolution.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
The costs for this (roughly $500) are carried within the Midland Bay Landing budget.

Prepared by: Jamie Galloway, P. Eng., Town Engineer
Reviewed by: Carolyn Tripp, Chief Administrative Officer
Attachments – Option 5, BFL report, sample of ‘no swimming’ sign
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Midland Bay Landing
Temporary Fencing at Park Shorewall
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Unimin Property – preliminary report
Concrete/Steel Barrier and Path:
Overall what gave me the most concern was the concrete/steel wall that followed a large section of the
shoreline. In most cases there was a steep drop with no barriers and no opportunity to leave the water and
climb back up onto shore.
The picture below is where the shoreline would be considered part of the park and would advise that some
form of a barrier be erected as soon as possible. Signage should also be used to warn the public that the
water is deep and to advise there is no swimming or diving.

In the same picture the pathway appears to continue into the section that would not be considered part of the
park. To discourage individuals from continuing to walk along the water’s edge I would recommend erecting
some form of a barrier and warning the public of such hazards as “deep water”, “broken pathway” “steep
drop”. While I understand anyone could easily go around the barrier it shows that the municipality has done
their due diligence in warning the public of the upcoming dangers.
During the inspection we continued to walk along the path, past the above referenced tree, for some time and
in all cases up until the end of the concrete/steel wall, it would be considered a dangerous hazard because the
water was very deep, the height of the concrete/steel wall and there was no easy access to land if anyone
accidently or on purpose went into the water.

Unimin Property – Preliminary Report, Page Two
For reference purposes below is what I would consider to be the beginning section of the concrete/steel wall
that is showing signs of deterioration and creating an uneven surface for pedestrians to walk on.

The picture directly below shows where the concrete/steel wall comes to an abrupt end and you can see steel
jutting out of the water.

Unimin Property – Preliminary Report, Page Three

Below is the section of the water directly beside where the concrete/steel wall comes to an end. There is
rebar and wooden stumps jutting out of the water.

In general the pictures provided shows in detail the deteriorating state of the concrete/steel wall, an uneven
walkway and steep drops into deep water. Although beyond the border of the park it is not intended to act as
a path, it gives the appearance of a path to be used by pedestrians. It is for that reason we have
recommended it somehow be blocked at the tree (referenced at the beginning of this report) unless it is the
intention of the Town to expand the park area which I believe is not the case. If it is decided by the Town to
continue the park into any section of the land that was originally owned by Unimin then whatever work was
done to the section of the concrete/steel wall in the park area would need to be continued.

Unimin Property – Preliminary Report, Page Four
Leased property for boat launch:
This section of the property is fenced and would suggest that the exterior of the fencing be checked to make
sure there are no easy entrances onto the property. I would also recommend that signage be used stating no
trespassing/private property along the fence line.

The section of pathway below that was leading to the water that signage be used advising the public that this
section of the property should be considered private property and no trespassing.

Unimin Property – Preliminary Report, Page Five
There was an original gate that we pulled across during the inspection that would prevent motorized vehicles
from driving onto the section that would be used for storing the boats over the winter. This should remain
closed with only those leasing that section of land or Town staff having access. I would also recommend
attaching to the fence a no trespassing sign.

Unimin property and access from roadway:
This section of the property appeared to be well fenced but would recommend using signage to advise the
general public that the area was considered to be private property and no trespassing.
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IMMEDIATE ACTIONS (PURCHASE TO 12 MONTHS)
1. Purchase Celebration
• COMPLETED (New Park Sign Erected
2. Site security – risk reduction
• Council approval obtained for risk measures.
• Staff seeking further direction from Committee (10-10-14) and Council (20-10-14)
3. RFEOI and marketing efforts
• Report to Council (20-10-14) respecting next steps in the selection process.
•
4. Interim Use Lease (Midland Tours)
• Report to Committee (10-09-14)
5. Interim Use Policy
• Council determination of policy regarding proposals for interim use
6. Legal survey decisions
• RFP documents for legal survey of the property being prepared by staff in accordance
with Council approval on Sept 22-14.
7. Complete MCR and OPA
• Public consultation process complete.
• ADM Milling Noise Impact Study underway. Monitoring by Towns Peer Review Consultant
underway. Next ship arrival expected 11-10-14.
8. Federal/Provincial/GMF Funding Opportunities
• Application submitted and project deemed eligible.
• FCM/GMF has requested additional information for clairifcaiton.
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MEDIUM TERM ACTIONS (12 MONTHS TO 24 MONTHS)
1. RA process decisions tied to RFEOI negitiations and GMF applicaiton
2. Public Realm Component Quantity Survey and Estimates
3. Private sector partnership negotiations
4. Site Re-zoning (Development Permit/Site Specific Zones/Holding Zones, etc)
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LONG TERM ACTIONS (24 MONTHS AND BEYOND)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

RA process
Site Re-zoning (Development Permit/Site Specific Zones/Holding Zones, etc)
Detailed Private sector partnership negotiation(s) and agreement(s)
Sale of asset in whole or in part
Development of waterfront neighborhood
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